Background: Large-scale candidate-gene and genome-wide association studies genotype multiple SNPs within or surrounding a gene, including both tag and functional SNPs. The immense amount of data generated in these studies poses new challenges to analysis. One particularly challenging yet important question is how to best use all genetic information to test whether a gene or a region is associated with the trait of interest. Methods: Here we propose a powerful gene-based Association Test by combining Optimally Weighted Markers (ATOM) within a genomic region. Due to variation in linkage disequilibrium, different markers often associate with the trait of interest at different levels. To appropriately apportion their contributions, we assign a weight to each marker that is proportional to the amount of information it captures about the trait locus. We analytically derive the optimal weights for both quantitative and binary traits, and describe a procedure for estimating the weights from a reference database such as the HapMap. Compared with existing approaches, our method has several distinct advantages, including (i) the ability to borrow information from an external database to increase power, (ii) the theoretical derivation of optimal marker weights and (iii) the scalability to simultaneous analysis of all SNPs in candidate genes and pathways. Results: Through extensive simulations and analysis of the FTO gene in our ongoing genome-wide association study on childhood obesity, we demonstrate that ATOM increases the power to detect genetic association as compared with several commonly used multimarker association tests. Contact:
INTRODUCTION
Human genetics research has accelerated in the last decade owing to our increased understanding of the human genome. With the completion of the International HapMap Project (2005, 2007) , the development of high-throughput genotyping technology and rapid decline in genotyping costs, multiple large-scale candidate-gene and genome-wide association studies are being conducted to identify * To whom correspondence should be addressed. novel genetic risk factors for complex human diseases. In such studies, several SNPs within a gene, including both functional and tag SNPs, are genotyped. The immense amount of data generated in these studies poses new challenges to data analysis. One particularly challenging yet important question is how to best use all genetic information to test whether a gene or a region is associated with the trait of interest.
The most commonly used approach for detecting genetic association is the single marker analysis in which each marker is analyzed individually for association with the trait. This simple approach has led to the discovery of novel disease susceptibility genes for many diseases, including age-related macular degeneration (Klein et al., 2005) , inflammatory bowel disease (Duerr et al., 2006) and type 2 diabetes (Saxena et al., 2007; Scott, 2007; Zeggini et al., 2007) among many others. Despite these early successes, single marker tests may be inefficient when each single marker carries a small to moderate amount of association information about the trait or when there is allelic heterogeneity. In this situation, the association might not be detected when markers are analyzed individually, while combining genotypes from neighboring markers may provide a more powerful test.
Several tests have been developed to combine information from multiple markers. For example, for case-control data, one could perform a logistic regression with marker genotypes included as covariates and simultaneously test for significance of the main effects and possibly interactions among markers. Although this method can be more powerful in some situations than testing each marker individually, it might suffer from low power due to high degrees of freedom. Alternatively, one could use haplotypebased methods, which are attractive since genomic variations in humans are structured into haplotypes (Clark, 2004; Schaid, 2004) . Haplotype-based methods utilize a preliminary step that infers the haplotypes for each individual by substituting expected haplotype probability (Epstein and Satten, 2003; Schaid et al., 2002) . These methods then assess the relationship between the trait and the markers through an overall test of association across haplotypes. For example, in a genetics study of age-related macular degeneration, due to strong linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the CFH gene, haplotype analysis detected a stronger association signal than single marker analysis and joint-genotype analysis did (Li et al., 2006a) . Other than these traditional haplotype analysis methods, clustering-based haplotype analysis methods have also been developed (Li and Jiang, 2005; Su et al., 2008) . However, when the signal is mainly driven by a single marker or when LD in the region is weak or moderate, the power of haplotype analysis might be low. With the goal of combining information across multiple markers while reducing the degrees of freedom, Wang and Elston (2007) proposed a weighted score test in which information from multiple correlated SNPs is compressed using a Fourier transformation and then a test statistic with one degree of freedom is constructed. Furthermore, two other recent studies proposed using principal components of marker genotypes as covariates in multiple regression analysis (Gauderman et al., 2007; Wang and Abbott, 2007) .
All of these methods focus on the analysis of markers genotyped in the study sample without utilizing additional information provided by other resources. However, several external databases have been generated that can provide additional information on the LD structure in the marker region. For example, the HapMap data contain a complete set of genotypes for 269 individuals on >3.9 million SNPs across the genome. This dataset provides the most comprehensive information about LD structure in the human genome to date. To improve the power over existing methods, here we propose a novel gene-based association test that combines optimally weighted marker genotypes. The optimal weights are analytically derived and can be calculated according to a reference LD database such as the HapMap, other publicly available dense SNP genotype data or resequencing data on a subset of the study subjects. Unlike imputation-based methods (Li et al., 2006b; Marchini et al., 2007; Nicolae, 2006) , which test one marker (either genotyped or imputed) at a time, a unique feature of our method is its ability to combine all information in a region without the requirement of explicitly imputing the untyped markers. We demonstrate that our approach can increase the power to detect genetic association for a wide range of LD structures. We also apply the proposed method to the FTO gene using data from our ongoing genome-wide association study on childhood obesity (Grant et al., 2008) , and demonstrate that our method performs favorably against other multi-marker association tests.
METHODS
We consider the problem of genetic association analysis with multiple markers in a gene. Our goal is to develop an association test that best uses genetic information contributed by all markers while minimizing its degrees of freedom. We present a multi-marker Association Test by combining Optimally weighted Markers (ATOM) through analytical derivations, and then evaluate its performance using simulations and analysis of real data. We will first present our analytical solutions for quantitative and binary traits assuming the trait locus is known, and then extend the method to the more practical situation in which the trait locus is unknown.
Quantitative trait
Suppose the quantitative trait of interest, Y, is influenced by a diallelic quantitative trait locus (QTL), with alleles T and t. Let p T and p t denote the corresponding allele frequencies. If the genetic effect of the QTL is additive, then the mean of the trait value given genotype g T can be described as
where g T ∈{0, 1, 2} counts the number of allele T. In genetic association analysis, we wish to test the null hypothesis H 0 : β T = 0. However, since g T may not be directly observed, the test of association is often accomplished through examination of association with genetic markers. Assume a diallelic marker is genotyped in the region of the QTL with alleles A and a. Let p A and p a denote the corresponding allele frequencies, and g ∈{0, 1, 2} denote the genotype that counts the number of allele A. We will show that if (1) holds then the means model at the marker will be E(Y |g) = α +βg.
(2) Equation (2) allows indirect assessment of association with the QTL by testing H 0 : β = 0. The slopes, β T and β, reflect the strength of association of the trait with the QTL and the marker, respectively. Their relationship depends on the LD between the QTL and the marker. To explicitly derive their relationship, we note that
where H(g) = 2
gT =0 g T P(g T |g). We can show that when both the marker and the QTL follow Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in the population, H(g) = 2(p T − /p a )+[ (p A p a )]g, where = p AT −p A p T is the LD coefficient between the QTL and the marker. Therefore, by Equation (3), the means model at the marker becomes a linear function of g:
Comparing (4) with Equation (2), we get
Thus, the slope at the marker, β, and the slope at the QTL, β T , differ by a factor /(p A p a ), which is a function of the LD coefficient between the two loci and the marker allele frequencies. It can be easily shown that | /(p A p a )| ≤ 1, and thus the magnitude of the effect at the marker is always smaller than that at the trait locus. Clearly, when the QTL and the marker are in perfect LD, β = β T ; when they are in linkage equilibrium, β = 0; when they are in incomplete LD, β = 0 if and only if β T = 0; and the test of H 0 : β = 0 is an indirect test of H 0 : β T =0. If we define a weighted genotype score at the marker, g * = ( /p A p a )g, then the corresponding means model will be E(Y |g * ) = α T +β T g * , with the slope being the same as that in Equation (1). This fact is employed below to combine information from multiple markers. The relationship (6) between the slopes also implies that the power of the test on the marker depends on the strength of LD between the QTL and the marker.
In general, suppose m diallelic markers are genotyped in the region of interest, with alleles 1 j and 0 j at marker j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) and allele frequencies p j and q j , respectively. The above derivations suggest that for individual i and marker j, we may consider the weighted genotype score, g * i,j = j /p j q j g i,j , where j = p T 1 j −p T p j is the LD coefficient between the QTL and marker j, and g i,j denotes the number of allele 1 j carried by individual i. Then the means model at marker j will be E(Y |g * i,j ) = α T ,j +β T g * i,j , and all m markers will share a common slope slope β T . This motivated us to aggregate the information from the m markers by defining a score
for individual i, where w j = j /p j q j . In general, the stronger LD between the trait and marker loci, the higher magnitude the weight is. Thus, this aggregate score as defined in (7) effectively allocates weights to markers according to their levels of LD with the trait locus. It allows us to capture association information contributed by all m markers and to reduce the dimension from m to 1. In a later section, we will describe how to estimate the weights. We note that the score in (7) is different from imputation based methods (Li et al., 2006b; Marchini et al., 2007) , which calculate the probability of each possible genotype for each of the missing or unknown genotypes in the study sample.
Binary trait
For a binary trait such as disease status, the strength of association with the disease can be measured by genotype relative risks or risk (i.e. penetrance) differences between different genotypes. The latter is analogous to the slope in (1) for quantitative traits. Assume the binary trait, Y (1 affected, 0 unaffected), is influenced by a diallelic disease locus with alleles D and d. Let g D ∈{0, 1, 2} denote the genotype with respective copies of allele D at the disease locus. Again, we assume a diallelic marker is genotyped in the disease locus region with alleles A and a, allele frequencies p A and p a , and genotypes g ∈{0, 1, 2} coded as the number of copies of allele A. Let f g D = P(Y = 1|g D ) be the penetrance of genotype g D at the disease locus, and ϕ g = P(Y = 1|g) denote the 'penetrance' of marker genotype g, an indirect effect due to LD with the disease locus.
thus under the additive model assumption, i.e. f 1f 0 = f 2f 1, the relationship between the disease locus and the test marker can be derived in a similar fashion as for quantitative traits:
Equation (9) indicates that if the genetic model at the disease locus is additive, then the corresponding model at the marker locus is also additive, and the risk difference at the marker locus and the risk difference at the disease locus differ by the same factor, /p A p a , as that in (6) for quantitative traits. This suggests that the weighting scheme as defined in (7) can also be used for binary traits to appropriately aggregate information from all the markers.
Estimation of weights
In the above derivations, the weight for each marker depends on its LD with the unobserved QTL or disease locus. To use ATOM in practice, we need to estimate the weight using available information. Since the location of the trait locus is unknown, one may assume that each known polymorphism in the region, either genotyped or untyped in the study sample, is likely to be the trait locus. The estimation of weight requires knowledge of LD among genetic variations in the gene of interest. Such information can be obtained from a reference dataset such as that generated by the International HapMap Project, other publicly available dense SNP datasets, or resequencing data from a subset of the study sample. Suppose M markers are available in the reference dataset, which is a superset of the m markers genotyped in the study sample. If marker k (1 ≤ k ≤ M ) in the reference dataset is the trait locus, then the weight for marker j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) in the study sample is
where k j is the LD coefficient between markers k and j, and p j and q j are allele frequencies at marker j. These quantities can be estimated from the reference dataset. Then for each marker k in the reference dataset, we can calculate a score S i,k = 1 m m j=1 k j p j q j g i,j for individual i. These scores will be used in subsequent association analysis.
When the reference dataset is not available (i.e. M = m), the weight in Equation (10) can be estimated based on genotypes in the study sample for quantitative traits or based on genotypes in the controls for case-control studies. Alternatively, we can use the observed genotypes in the study sample directly, and this is equivalent to the principal components analysis (PCA).
Our results indicate that these two approaches have similar performance (data not shown).
Test of genetic association
Once we have calculated the scores for each marker in the reference dataset, one analysis strategy might be testing the markers individually for genetic association using the aggregate scores S k = (S 1,k , … , S n,k ), where n is the total number of individuals in the study sample. This is similar in spirit to the imputation-based methods (Li et al., 2006; Marchini et al., 2007; Nicholae, 2006) in which one can test for genetic association for untyped markers by borrowing strength of LD among genotyped markers. Although each of the M tests aggregates information across all m genotyped markers in the study sample, they might provide redundant information due to LD; moreover, since M is typically much greater than m, the lack of adequate adjustment of multiple testing might lead to loss of power. To efficiently aggregate all available information, we propose to conduct an association test using the principal components obtained from the scores S k (1 ≤ k ≤ M).
The central idea of the PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset consisting of a large number of correlated variables, while retaining as much as possible the variation present in the dataset. The principal components will be linear combinations of the scores, with the l-th component being PC l = M k =1 e l,k S k , where e l = (e l,1 , ... , e l,M ) satisfies M k =1 e 2 l,k = 1 and is chosen to maximize the variance of the component that is orthogonal to all previous components. The PCA transforms the original set of M correlated scores {S k } into a set of m uncorrelated principal components {PC k }. Without loss of generality, we can order the principal components by the magnitude of variance so that PC 1 has the largest variance, and PC 2 has the second largest variance, etc. Let λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ λ M denote their corresponding eigenvalues. Then the variance of PC l is λ l , and the fraction of total variance in the data that can be explained by PC l is λ l / (λ 1 + … + λ M ).
Once the principal components are computed, we can then test for genetic association by conducting a regression analysis, linear regression for quantitative traits and logistic regression for binary traits, with a set of selected principal components as covariates. Since the principal components are ordered by the magnitude of explained variance, we could select either a predetermined number of principal components or the first several principal components so that their total fraction of explained variance exceeds a prespecified threshold. In both scenarios, we could carry out a likelihood ratio test to test the null hypothesis that all regression coefficients of the selected principal components are equal to zero. The degrees of freedom would be the same as the number of the selected components. Ideally, we would like to achieve as large a fraction of the total explained variance as possible while using as few degrees of freedom as possible. However, our simulations suggested that the optimal number of principal components varies with LD structures, as does the optimal fraction of explained variance (data not shown). As such, we opt to use several thresholds for fractions of variance, each resulting in a test statistic, and choose the maximum statistic, denoted as T ATOM . Significance of T ATOM will be evaluated by permutations. Specifically, we permute the phenotypes of the subjects H times, and for each permutation h, we record the maximum test statistic T (h) ATOM . Then the permutation-based P-value can be estimated as
It is worth noting that logistic regression is mainly used as a modeling tool to test for genetic association. Since the weights are derived from a 'linear' relationship on the penetrance scale, the weights may not be optimal in the logistic regression framework. However, we note that for small effect sizes, this is unlikely to make much difference.
Our method is different from traditional PCA-based approaches (Gauderman et al., 2007; Wang and Abbott, 2007) that operate directly on the marker genotypes {g j } m j=1 observed on the study sample. Instead, our method operates on the scores {S k } M k =1 for all markers in the region. A principal component in the traditional PCA approaches is a linear combination of marker genotypes, with the coefficients (i.e. weights) determined solely by the correlation structure among the genotyped markers. In contrast, the weights in our aggregate scores are optimally derived and are based on the additional LD information for the region. This may help achieve a better allocation of marker information than in the traditional PCA-based approaches.
Our method shares similarity with imputation-based methods such as TUNA (Nicolae, 2006) and SNPTEST (Marchini et al., 2007) in that all these methods rely on external LD information to derive a 'score' for the untyped marker. However, unlike TUNA and IMPUTE which impute untyped marker using multi-locus LD, our method is based on pairwise LD between the putative trait locus and every genotyped marker. Such an approach is computationally simple, and as shown in the Section 3, it is also statistically powerful.
RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the power of T ATOM for binary traits, and compare it with other multi-marker tests based on both simulated data and analysis of the FTO gene using data from our ongoing genome-wide association study on childhood obesity (Grant et al., 2008) . Methods that we considered for comparison include T JOINT -a joint genotype test with all markers included as covariates in logistic regression; T HAPLO -the haplo.score test (Schaid et al., 2002) with rare haplotypes with frequency <0.05 pooled together; T PCA -the traditional PCA-based test that operates directly on the marker genotypes (Gauderman et al., 2007; Wang and Abbott, 2007) ; T WE -a Fourier transformation-based test (Wang and Elston, 2007) ; T TUNA -a method that estimates allele frequencies for uptyped markers in a reference dataset based on observed genotypes (Nicolae, 2006) ; and T SNPTEST -a method that relies on imputed genotypes from IMPUTE (Marchini et al., 2007) . Since TUNA and SNPTEST examine each marker in the region (either genotyped or untyped) individually, to obtain a test that assesses the overall association, we picked the maximum statistic among all markers as the test statistic. For T ATOM and T PCA , the maximum statistic was chosen among tests for five different thresholds (80%, 90%, 95%, 99% and 99.9%) for the percentage of explained variation. For these four tests-T TUNA , T SNPTEST , T ATOM and T PCA , significance was evaluated based on 1 00 000 permutations. Since the significance level of these tests is determined by permutations of the phenotypes, the type I error rates are under control and we therefore omit the results of the type I error rate evaluations. Significance of T JOINT , T HAPLO and T WE was evaluated based on their asymptotic null distributions. Our simulation results show that the type I error rates of these three tests are under control (data not shown). For T WE , we used the original allele coding in the analysis due to two reasons: (i) Wang and Elston (2007) did not provide an algorithm to recode alleles, and (ii) for the situations we considered, there are a large number of SNPs in the gene, and hence exhaustive search of the best allele coding is computationally infeasible.
Comparison of power based on simulated data
We simulated data based on the LD structures of two genes: CHI3L2 on chromosome 1 and CDH17 on chromosome 8, for which the LD structures were estimated using the genotypes of the CEPH (Utah residents with ancestry from northern and western Europe) (CEU) sample of the International HapMap Project. The CHI3L2 gene contains a single LD block ( Fig. 1) and has the most significant evidence of association with cis regulatory elements in a previously published genotype-expression association study (Cheung et al., 2005) . The CDH17 gene contains two LD blocks (Fig. 2) ; this allows us to evaluate the performance of our method when markers fall in different LD blocks. For each gene, we considered common SNPs with MAF ≥ 0.05 and then selected tagSNPs using the Tagger program (de Bakker et al., 2005) using pairwise tagging at r 2 ≥ 0.8. We identified 25 and 86 common SNPs for CHI3L2 and CDH17, respectively, among which 7 and 29 tagSNPs were selected. We assumed only the tagSNPs were genotyped and available for analysis, a common scenario in both candidate-gene and genome-wide association studies.
The performance of genetic association analyses may vary depending on the position of the disease locus relative to the genotyped markers, whether the disease variant is genotyped, and whether it sits in the center or the boundary of a block. To evaluate the effect of the disease locus position on the performance of the methods, we repeated the simulations with each common SNP designated as the true disease locus. We assumed an additive model at the disease locus with disease prevalence 5% and sibling recurrence risk ratio 1.02, corresponding to a genotype relative risk of 1.69 when the disease allele frequency is 0.05, and 1.39 when the disease allele frequency is 0.5. The case-control status of each individual was determined by comparing a random number with the penetrances at the disease locus. Power was estimated based on 1000 replicate datasets each consisting of 750 cases and 750 controls, and significance was assessed at the 1% level. Our method uses LD Fig. 3 . Comparison of power for binary trait when LD structure is simulated based on the CHI3L2 gene. Results are based on 1000 replicates of 750 cases and 750 controls. Significance is assessed at the 1% level.
information from a reference dataset, which may not be accurate due to random variation. To take this variation into account, we simulated 60 individuals as a reference dataset and calculated the aggregate scores using the LD information reestimated from these 60 individuals. The reference dataset was simulated for each of the 1000 replicates. Figure 3 shows power comparison results when the LD structure was simulated based on the CHI3L2 gene. The results indicate that T ATOM consistently outperformed the non-imputation based methods except T WE . Although T WE was more powerful than T ATOM under some situations, its performance was highly unstable, with much lower power than the other methods for 11 (44%) SNPs. This is not surprising since the performance of T WE depends critically on whether the SNPs are positively correlated. If negative correlation exists for some SNP pairs, then the association signals can be canceled out, leading to loss of power. Although Wang and Elston (2007) recommended recoding the SNP genotypes to avoid this, no detailed procedure was provided. Furthermore, given the large number of SNPs we considered, it is not computationally feasible to search for the best allele coding to get the maximal number of positively correlated loci. Among the three imputationbased methods, T ATOM has similar power as T SNPTEST , despite that the T SNPTEST is much computationally intensive; both T ATOM and T SNPTEST are more powerful than T TUNA for all markers that we considered. We also calculated the average power of the seven tests across all 25 disease loci in the gene; the average power of T ATOM was 83%, compared with 81%, 65%, 78%, 62%, 76% and 73% for T SNPTEST , T TUNA , T PCA , T WE , T HAPLO and T JOINT , respectively. These results show that T ATOM performs consistently well under all circumstances we considered. Figure 4 shows power comparison results when the LD structure was simulated based on the CDH17 gene, which has two LD blocks (Fig. 2) . Given the complex LD structure and the large number of tagSNPs in the gene, standard approaches such as T HAPLO and T JOINT may not perform well. Not surprisingly, our results show that both T HAPLO and T JOINT had relatively low power for the disease loci in this gene, with average power 21% and 33%, respectively. Again, T WE exhibited highly variable performance and its average power was only 28%. In contrast, the average power of T PCA and T ATOM were 52% and 59%, respectively. Of the 86 disease loci, T ATOM outperformed T PCA for 78 loci, again demonstrating the advantage of incorporating external LD information for the whole region in genetic association analysis. Among the three imputationbased methods, T SNPTEST appears to be the most powerful. Of the Fig. 4 . Comparison of power for binary trait when LD structure is simulated based on the CDH17 gene. Results are based on 1000 replicates of 750 cases and 750 controls. Significance is assessed at the 1% level. 86 disease loci, T SNPTEST outperformed T ATOM for 69 loci, and outperformed T TUNA for 58 loci. The average power of T SNPTEST , T ATOM and T TUNA was 64%, 59% and 54%, respectively. The relatively low average power of T TUNA is due to its greater variability than T ATOM .
We also investigated the effect of allelic heterogeneity on the performance of T ATOM and other tests. We simulated datasets assuming two disease loci existed in the CDH17 gene, each in a different LD block (Table 1) . We varied the disease loci in the two LD blocks. For each pair of disease loci, an additive model was used, with the disease prevalence fixed at 5%. The results suggest that T ATOM performed consistently well in this large gene when two disease loci contributed independently to the disease risk (Table 1) . Across all disease models we considered, the average power of T ATOM was 68%, compared with 61%, 63%, 54%, 49%, 42% and 41% for T PCA , T SNPTEST , T TUNA , T WE , T JOINT and T HAPLO , respectively.
Application to childhood obesity data
To illustrate the effectiveness of our method in real data, we applied all five multi-marker association tests to an ongoing genomewide association study on childhood obesity, which is a major health problem in modern societies. Specifically, we investigated the strength of association between obesity and the genotypes at the FTO gene, which is known to be associated with childhood obesity (Grant et al., 2008) . All study subjects were recruited from the greater Philadelphia area from 2006 to 2007 at The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. After excluding subjects with potential measurement error or Mendelian causes of extreme obesity, we analyzed 394 Caucasian obese children as cases and 2133 Caucasian controls. All subjects were biologically unrelated and were aged between 2 and 18 years old. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia.
The SNP that was previously reported to be associated with obesity, rs9939609, was not included on the Illumina 550 K BeadChip, which was used for our genotyping. However, two SNPs on the chip, rs8050136 and rs3751812, were in complete LD with rs9939609 in the HapMap CEU sample. We also identified eight additional common SNPs on the SNP chip that are in the same LD region, and extracted the genotype data of these 10 SNPs. We used the HapMap CEU data as the external reference dataset, which contains 58 common SNPs in the FTO gene region. The LD structure of the 58 SNPs is displayed in Figure 5 . We analyzed the data using all seven tests. Significance of T ATOM , T PCA , T SNPTEST and T TUNA was evaluated based on 100 000 permutations. Similarly to what we observed in simulations, the result from T ATOM was the most significant among all the tests we considered. The P-value of the T ATOM was 0.0082, which is much smaller than that of T PCA (P = 0.0195), providing further evidence that incorporation of external LD information can increase the power to detect genetic association. In contrast, except for T TUNA , which has P-value 0.0094, all the other tests were non-significant at the 0.05 level (T SNPTEST : P = 0.0727; T JOINT : P = 0.1356; T HAPLO : P = 0.0543; T WE : P = 0.0547).
DISCUSSION
We have developed a powerful gene-based association test that combines information from nearby markers to test genetic association for both quantitative and binary traits. Our method is based on optimal aggregation of information from genotyped markers in a gene. Since different markers often associate with the trait locus at different levels, to appropriately apportion their contributions, we assigned a weight to each marker that is proportional to the amount of information it captures about the underlying trait locus. We described a weighting scheme that allows estimation of weight from a reference dataset such as the HapMap data, other publicly available dense SNP data, or resequencing data for a subset of the study subjects. The virtue of our test lies in the ability to borrow strength from nearby markers while reducing the degrees of freedom. Through simulations and real data analysis based on a wide range of LD structures, we demonstrated that it can increase the power to detect genetic association compared with several commonly used multi-point association tests.
Our weighting scheme shares some similarity with recently proposed imputation-based tests in that these approaches use external LD information (Li et al., 2006b; Marchini et al., 2007; Nicholae, 2006) . Unlike the imputation-based methods, which test each marker individually, our method tests the whole gene as a unit and thus can borrow strength from adjacent markers while reducing the degrees of freedom.
We propose to assign weights to markers based on pairwise LD coefficients estimated from a reference dataset. Alternatively, one could consider using high-dimensional LD information among all markers. For example, following our analytical derivations in the Section 2, given genotypes at m markers, for a quantitative trait Y, it can be shown that
Therefore, one could define a 'predictive score' S T (g 1 , ... , g m ) = 2 g T =0 g T P(g T |g 1 , ... , g m ) for each subject, where the highdimensional LD information P(g T |g 1 , ... , g m ) can be estimated from a reference dataset. This is similar in spirit to the methods proposed by Nicolae (2006) and Zaitlen et al. (2007) . However, despite the increased complexity in computation, our preliminary results indicate that such an analysis does not offer a power gain over our approach, probably due to higher data sparseness and higher variability in the estimation of multi-marker LD than the pairwise LD measure, especially when the estimations are based on a relatively small sample such as the HapMap. In addition, as shown by our simulation results, TUNA (Nicolae, 2006) is less powerful than ATOM for situations that we considered.
Our approach is quite general and can be applied to a wide range of applications including both candidate-gene and genomewide association studies. For candidate-gene studies, one could use our test to obtain a global P-value for a gene, which can be used to facilitate comparisons across studies that have genotyped different sets of markers of the same gene. For genome-wide association studies, with increased marker density in future chips, singlemarker analysis might suffer from severe over-correction of multiple comparisons. An alternative approach might be to divide the genome into regions, screen the genome first by multi-point association tests such as our method, and then follow up significant regions through more thorough analysis. In such an approach, the total number of tests during the screening phase would remain the same regardless of how dense genotyping had been carried out.
We recognize that our method relies on permutations for significance assessment, which is time consuming for genome-wide association studies. However, this problem can be solved by dividing the genome into smaller subsets and running our method for each subset on a node in a high-speed computing cluster. Moreover, we can adopt an inverse-sampling method for empirical P-value estimation based on the procedures described by North et al. (2002) and Hauser et al. (2004) . This procedure is based on the Poisson approximation to the Binomial distribution for small P-values. In this procedure, we can set a high number of maximum permutations but only reach that maximum for small P-values, thus increasing computational efficiency.
Our method assumes that the reference dataset, which is used for estimating the weights has similar LD structure as the study sample. Although not completely realistic, various studies have demonstrated genetic similarities across different populations (Conrad et al., 2006; Willer et al., 2006) . In general, we would recommend that investigators compare the LD patterns between the study sample and the reference dataset first, and use our proposed method only when they have similar LD patterns.
Although our method was developed for analysis of markers within a gene or a region, it is readily extendable to pathway-based analysis . For example, if the genes in the same pathway increase the disease risk additively, then we can calculate the scores for markers within each gene as described in Section 2 and then obtain the principal components across all genes in the same pathway. We can then test for association between the pathwaybased principal components and the trait of interest. Our simulation results for two-locus models demonstrate that the proposed approach has the potential to perform well when multiple disease variants are present.
In summary, we have developed a novel multi-marker association test by optimally weighting genotyped markers using LD information from a reference dataset. The standard approach for detecting genetic association has been the single-marker approach, which assesses the marginal effect of each marker separately. But this strategy may not be the most powerful if each marker only contributes small to moderate amounts of association information or if there is allelic heterogeneity. By optimally weighting the genotyped markers, our method efficiently captures association signals in the region and thus improves the power of detecting association. With the wide application of large-scale genotyping in current genetics studies, we believe that our method will provide a powerful multi-marker approach to identifying disease loci.
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